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Dr. Fraser Leversedge
led the 7th consecutive
trip to Honduras, since
2015, supported by the
Touching Hands
Project. Our host

 Our 11‐member team arrived on Saturday
traveling from MI, TX, NC, GA, RI, and NY.
We enjoyed a team‐building hike and
dinner together. All but 3 of us were
making our 1st trip to Honduras.

 On Sunday, from 7:30 am to 7 pm we
evaluated 150 patients in clinic with the
help of local medical student translators
and two local orthopaedic surgeons. The
hospital staff provided meals and support
for our clinic. A post‐op ward was
prepared for patients to stay overnight for
the week. OT treated 20 patients, made 22
orthoses ‐ four of which were pre‐op
pediatric patients.

 From Monday to Friday we ran two ORs,
each with two tables.

 OT treated each patient the day after
surgery, changing dressings, making
orthoses, and educating patients.

 “We performed 52 cases; almost all the
procedures were complex cases that
included both adult and pediatric/
congenital reconstructions. We struggled
mentally with not being able to “cure”
everyone in a week, but we could sense
the hope provided to those we treated,
and the awe of such a responsibility that
can still be realized by simple gestures and
nervous smiles from the many children
and adults of Honduras with whom we
connected.” FL

The team ventured into the community,
visiting two orphanages, a textile factory,
and a school. We enjoyed working and
getting to know the local staff, seeing the
families support each other in the ward, re‐
fueling with incredible Honduran food, and
debriefing as a team each evening. We will
miss our mid‐morning and mid‐afternoon
“snack” at the hospital, the opportunity to
see patients with diagnoses only before
seen in textbooks, doing tasks not typically
in your job description, but being
part of a team and helping out when
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It takes a village and our team appreciates the
following who made this trip such an
incredible experience:
Julia Epplin‐Zapf, Outreach & Foundation
Coordinator with ASSH and AFSH; Fraser
Leversedge, MD and Julie “K”, MD; Chuy
(Jesus) Canahauti and his wife Giselle, who
have supported THP efforts in Honduras from
the beginning; Renton Leversedge, Jorge
Colindres, Raul Jordan, and Rosaura Cobos
from SanMar who supports us “on the
ground” in San Pedro Sula, the Ruth Paz clinic
manager Peggy, and all the staff, medical
students, patients and family members who
were so supportive of each other and of us,
gracias!
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facility in San Pedro Sula is the Ruth Paz
Hospital, and Dr. Leversedge has developed
a wonderful relationship with the local
medical staff, patients, and additional
contacts who provide transportation and
make the team feel welcome. This hospital
receives over 10 “brigades” each year,
providing specialty teams with space to run
clinic, staff operating rooms, communicate
with patients, and provide the very
important follow up care after the team
leaves. In returning to Honduras twice a year
to meet a critical need, the THP can follow
up on more complicated patients who may
need a series of procedures to return to
their maximum function.

needed.
We
realized
that this
experience
was life‐
changing …
for our
patients
but also
for
ourselves.


